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Abstract

The three-dimensional aerodynamic structure of a tree shelterbelt is described by two structural descriptors: vegetative
surface area density (vegetative surface area per unit canopy volume) and cubic density (vegetative volume per unit canopy
volume). Based on destructive measurements, estimates of both descriptors for a two-row 31-year-old green ash (Fraxinus
pennsylvanica Marsh.) shelterbelt are developed. In order to estimate the structural descriptors in three dimensions based on
data measured in two dimensions, equations to predict vegetative surface area and volume, their marginal distribution with
height, and their marginal distribution across width at a given height are derived for each tree component: trunk, branches,
leaves and seeds. The procedure to use these equations to estimate the structure of the green ash shelterbelt either in three
dimensions or in the width and height dimensions is demonstrated. The estimated structure can be used to test current models
of turbulence through a tree shelterbelt under a field conditions, and to simulate the wind fields as influenced by the actual
structure of a tree shelterbelt. The developed equation can be used to generate the three-dimensional structure of a shelterbelt
with a design similar to the sampled shelterbelts or a shelterbelt of green ash mixed with other species similar to those in the
sampled shelterbelts. Thus, the boundary-layer flows as influenced by the overall structure of tree shelterbelts with different
designs can be numerically simulated. These simulated results can provide guidance for shelterbelt design. © 2002 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Shelterbelts are widely used to reduce wind speed
and alter wind fields (Brandle et al., 1988). The aero-
dynamic influence of a particular shelterbelt on wind
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speed, turbulent stress and pressure is dependent on its
structure (Radke and Hagstrom, 1974; Wilson, 1987).
Wind fields around a shelterbelt can be predicted by
associating its aerodynamic influence with its struc-
ture. The more complex the shelterbelt structure, the
more difficult it is to accurately associate the flow
fields with its structure (Heisler and DeWalle, 1988).

When the barrier is a fence with a minimal width
dimension, optical porosity, defined as the percentage
of open space, has been used successfully to parame-
terize the drag force term in the equations of motion
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and to predict boundary-layer flows near the fence
(Hagen et al., 1981; Wilson, 1985). In the case of a
tree shelterbelt, its complex three-dimensional (3D)
structure makes this simple representation inadequate
to describe the details of the structure.

Shelterbelts with similar internal structural compo-
nents but different external characteristics of height,
width and cross-sectional shape exhibit very different
aerodynamic influences on the wind fields (Woodruff
and Zingg, 1953; Tabler and Veal, 1971; Cao et al.,
1981). The geometric shapes of individual elements
and open spaces between them also influence the flow
fields close to the barrier (Gandemer, 1979; Perera,
1981). The surfaces of a canopy absorb momentum
from and exert stress on air flow (Thom, 1971; Holland
et al., 1991a,b). If the canopy of a tree shelterbelt is
considered as a porous medium, then the drag force
of a shelterbelt canopy on air flow is determined
not only by its surface area but also by its volume
(Scheidegger, 1974; Coulson et al., 1978). The spatial
arrangement of the vegetative surface area in a shel-
terbelt canopy determines the distribution of momen-
tum sinks and shear stress sources. Furthermore, as
air diverges at the locations where the density of solid
materials is high and converges at the locations where
it is low, the spatial arrangement of the solid elements
and open spaces determines the divergence and con-
vergence of air flow within and around a shelterbelt
canopy.

To accommodate all structural components of a
shelterbelt, Brandle et al. (2002) defined the aerody-
namic structure of a tree shelterbelt in three dimen-
sions by its external characteristics of height, width
and cross-sectional shape, by the internal amount and
arrangement of vegetative surface area and volume
within its canopy, and by the geometric shape of in-
dividual vegetative elements. Accordingly, vegetative
surface area density (vegetative surface area per unit
canopy volume) and cubic density (vegetative volume
per unit canopy volume) were suggested as structural
descriptors of choice for the overall 3D aerodynamic
structure of a shelterbelt. Expressed as spatial func-
tions, both can describe the amount and arrangement
of vegetative surface area and volume within a shel-
terbelt canopy. Because both spatial functions would
be continuously zero outside their domain bound-
aries, they also can indicate the external shelterbelt
characteristics of height, width and cross-sectional

shape. Furthermore, because plant elements with dif-
ferent geometric shapes have different surface volume
ratios, spatial functions of vegetative surface area
density and cubic density are capable of reflecting the
geometric shape of individual elements.

As yet, neither function has been defined based on
measured data. The actual 3D structure of a shelterbelt
has never been used to numerically predict its aero-
dynamic influence. In order to undertake and test a
numerical investigation of the aerodynamic influence
of a shelterbelt, a method to estimate both functions
is required. This paper presents a method to estimate
the vegetative surface area density and cubic density
of a green ash (Fraxinus pennsylvanica Marsh.) shel-
terbelt in three dimensions using equations whose pa-
rameters can be estimated based on the data measured
in two dimensions.

2. Working functions of vegetative surface area
density and cubic density

The numerical method to solve the turbulence
model simulating the boundary-layer flows near a
shelterbelt and within or above a forest canopy sub-
divides the working domain into an array of dis-
crete grid cells (Wang and Takle, 1996; Lee, 2000).
Therefore, the structural description of the shelterbelt
requires estimates of both structural descriptors for
each grid cell (see Fig. 1).

It is desirable that both descriptors be estimated us-
ing easily measured parameters, such as DBH (diam-
eter at breast height of 1.37 m) and height. Therefore,
vegetative surface area density and cubic density need
to be defined as functions in the formSAD(D, h, x, y,
z) andβC(D, h, x, y, z), whereD represents DBH;h is
the tree height; andx, y, andz are the spatial coordi-
nates across width, along length and with height, re-
spectively. It is difficult to define these two functions,
because vegetative surface area and volume are not
easy to measure in three dimensions. However, both
are more easily measured layer by layer with height
or section by section across width within a layer as
shown in Fig. 1. If both functions are expressed in
terms of equations whose parameters can be estimated
using the data measured in this way, they can be de-
fined based on field measurements. The lower the res-
olution of the grid cells, the easier it is to express both
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functions. The degree of resolution is determined by
the size of the grid cells.

The grid cell sizes used by Wang and Takle
(1995–1997) in their simulations provide guidance.
Assuming that vegetative surface area of a shelter-
belt is uniformly distributed along its length, they
divided their hypothetical shelterbelts into increments
of 0.1–0.5 times of shelterbelt height across the width
dimension (x) and 0.1 times of shelterbelt height with
the height dimension (z). If variability in shelterbelt
structure along the length dimension (y) is to be
considered, the length dimension also must be sub-
divided. The distance between adjacent trees within
a row in a shelterbelt can be an increment along
the length dimension because it is small relative to
shelterbelt length. Accordingly, the size of grid cells
is suggested as: width,�x ≤ 0.5 times of shelter-
belt height; length,�y = distance between adjacent
trees within a row; and height,�z ≤ 0.1 times of
shelterbelt height.

We used this resolution to develop a working func-
tion for estimating the vegetative surface area density
in each grid cell centered at (x, y, z):

SAD(D, h, x, y, z)

= 1

�x�y�z

4∑
i=1

Si(D, h)

[∫ z+0.5�z

z−0.5�z

ψ
Si
(z′)dz′

]

×
[

1

�z

∫ z+0.5�z

z−0.5�z

∫ x+0.5�x

x−0.5�x

ϕ
Si
(x′|z′)dx′ dz′

]

(1)

where subscripti represents tree components: trunk,
branches, leaves and seeds fori = 1, 2, 3, and 4,
respectively;Si(D, h) is the surface area of tree com-
ponenti for an entire tree;ψ

Si
(z) the marginal distri-

bution of surface area of tree componenti with height;
andϕ

Si
(x|z) the marginal distribution of surface area

of tree componenti across width at a given heightz.
The marginal distribution of surface area with height
is used to calculate the relative surface area in a hor-
izontal layer with respect to an entire tree (the sim-
ple integral term in function (1)), and can be found
by measuring the vegetative surface area of each tree
component layer by layer with height. The marginal
distribution of surface area across width at a given
height is used to calculate the relative surface area in a

grid cell with respect to the layer (the double integral
term in function (1)), and can be determined by mea-
suring the vegetative surface area of each tree com-
ponent section by section across the width dimension
within a layer.

The working function for cubic density is given by

βC(D, h, x, y, z)

= 1

�x�y�z

4∑
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ϕ
Vi
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(2)

The symbols in this function are defined analogous
to those in function (1) withV indicating volume. To
estimate the 3D aerodynamic structure of a tree shel-
terbelt requires developing the equations for each tree
component in functions (1) and (2).

3. Data collection

Two, double row, 31-year-old shelterbelts, com-
posed of green ash, eastern red cedar (Juniperus
virginiana L.) and Austrian pine (Pinus nigra Arnold),
located at the University of Nebraska Agricultural
Research and Development Center near Mead, NE
(41◦29′N, 96◦30′W, and 354 m above mean sea level)
were sampled. One row consisted of alternating green
ash and eastern red cedar. The other row consisted
of alternating pairs of green ash and Austrian pine.
Within row spacing was 2 m and between row spacing
was 4 m. The basal area ratio of the three species was
7.6 (green ash):1.5 (Austrian pine):0.9 (eastern red
cedar). Green ash averaged 11.5 m in height, ranging
from 5.0 to 14.0 m, and 24.0 cm in DBH, ranging
from 6.7 to 38.0 cm. The data on green ash structure
was then used to develop a hypothetical shelterbelt
consisting entirely of green ash with a planting pattern
similar to the measured shelterbelt.

Eighteen green ash trees were destructively sam-
pled in 1996 and 1997. In order to describe the
marginal distributions of surface area and volume with
height, four of the 18 trees were separated into simple
non-branched segments and individual leaves by 1 m
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horizontal layers for measurement. The remaining 14
trees were separated into simple non-branched seg-
ments and individual leaves for measurement. Each
trunk was divided into 1 m sections, and the middle
diameter of each section was measured to calculate
surface area and volume (Husch et al., 1982; Bai
et al., 1987). By measuring the length (lB ) and mid-
dle diameter (Dm), the surface area (SSB ) and volume
(VSB ) of a single branch were determined using

SSB = πfSDmlB (3)

wherefS is the branch surface area adjustment factor,
i.e., a surface area ratio of a single branch to a cylinder
which has the same middle diameter and length as the
branch, and

VSB = 1
4πfVD

2
mlB (4)

where fV is the branch volume adjustment factor,
i.e., volume ratio of a single branch to a cylinder
which has the same middle diameter and length as
the branch. Both surface area and volume adjust-
ment factors were estimated by sectionally measuring
345 single branches of different sizes, each of which
was divided into at least five sections. The measured
surface area and volume adjustment factors in two
branch size (middle cross-sectional area× length)
classes had different means and standard deviations.
Both measured factors were, however, independent of
branch size within a class (Zhou, 1999). The branch
surface area adjustment factor was 1.003± 0.014 for
branch size≤ 0.1 dm3, and 0.990± 0.013 for branch
size> 0.1 dm3. The branch volume adjustment factor
was 1.049± 0.032 for branch size≤ 0.1 dm3, and
1.259± 0.039 for branch size> 0.1 dm3.

The surface areas and volumes of leaves and seeds
were estimated indirectly from dry weight using spe-
cific surface area (Davies and Benecke, 1980) and
specific volume. To determine the specific surface ar-
eas of samples of both tree components, the surface
areas were measured using the LI-3100 Area Meter
(LI-COR), and the dry volumes were measured us-
ing the displacement method (Ronco, 1969). The sur-
face areas of leaf and seed samples were computed
by doubling the meter reading, assuming that neither
had significant thickness. Dry weights of leaves and
seeds were determined by drying samples to constant
weight in a forced-air oven at 65◦C.

The measured data were used to estimate the param-
eters in each equation with the Marquardt method in
the NLIN Procedure of SAS© (SAS Institute, 1990).

4. Equation development

4.1. Surface area and volume and their marginal
distributions with height

4.1.1. Trunk
Trunk surface area and volume and their marginal

distributions with height can be predicted from DBH
and/or height if a trunk form equation describing the
radius at a given height [r(D, h, z)] can be defined. A
number of possible form equations exist (Beher, 1927;
Husch et al., 1982; Bai et al., 1987). The form equation
with the best fit was a third order polynomial:

r(D, h, z) = D

3∑
j=1

arj

(
1 − z

h

)j
, 0 ≤ z ≤ h (5)

wherearj (j = 1, 2, and 3) is a parameter. The 251
measured radii of the 18 green ash trunks at different
heights were fitted to this equation with 95.0% PVE
(percentage of variance explained by regression), and
P < 0.001. The 95% confidence interval ofar2 in-
cluded zero so the second order term was dropped. To
make this equation have a better fit, it was modified
to rm(D, h, z) by adding an exponential parameter on
D and refitting to the measured data

rm(D, h, z)

= D0.8645
[
0.7205

(
1 − z

h

)
+ 0.2414

(
1 − z

h

)3
]
,

0 ≤ z ≤ h, PVE = 97.3%, P < 0.001 (6)

Using this form equation, equations for trunk sur-
face area, volume and their marginal distributions with
height can be derived and fitted to the data (Table 1).

4.1.2. Branches
Predicting the branch volume and surface area of an

entire tree using easily measured parameters is highly
desirable. While the measured branch volume and sur-
face area of an entire tree can be fitted to numerous
equations, an equation capable of describing the in-
trinsic relationship of branch volume or surface area
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to DBH and/or height is preferred. The branch volume
of an entire tree (V2) is

V2 = π

4

n∑
k=1

NkfVD
2
mklBk (7)

wheren is the number of branch groups. In thekth
(k = 1,2, . . . , n) group, Nk denotes the number of
branches;Dmk is the middle diameter; andlBk the
length. The branch volume of an entire tree can then
be associated with its DBH and/or height if the vari-
ables on the right-hand side of this equation are ex-
pressed in terms of DBH and/or height. Usingvk to
denoteπD2

mklBk/4, Eq. (7) gives

V2 = fV

n∑
k=1

Nkvk = fV vmax

n∑
k=1

NkrVk (8)

wherevmax is the maximum ofvk, andrVk the relative
volume of a branch in thekth group(vk/vmax). If the
total number of branches of an entire tree is denoted
by N and the probability density function of branch
numbers with respect to the relative branch volume
is represented byψN (rV ), where rV is the relative
volume, this equation becomes

V2 ≈ fV vmaxN

n∑
k=1

�rVkψN(rVk)rVk

≈ fV vmaxN

∫ 1

rmin

ψN(rV )rV drV (9)

where�rVk = rV (k+1) − rV (k) andrmin is the relative
volume of the smallest branch. In this equation,fV is
a constant. The volumes of the largest branches from
each of the 18 green ash trees [vmax(D)] showed an
allometric relationship to their DBH:

vmax(D) = 9.9496× 10−6 × D2.5899,

PVE = 91.2%, P < 0.001 (10)

According to the fractal bifurcation of a tree (Borchert
and Slade, 1981; Stewart, 1988; Zeide, 1998), the
number of branches of an entire tree [N(D)] can be
related to DBH and fitted to the measured data giving

N(D) = 741.12× D1.4678

ln(7191.8 × D)
,

PVE = 94.8%, P < 0.001 (11)

A property of the probability density function (Bain
and Engelhardt, 1992; Hogg and Craig, 1995) gives∫ 1

rmin

ψN(rV )drV = 1 (12)

BecauserV is less than or equal to 1 but positive. The
definite integral term in Eq. (9) is a constant greater
than zero and less than unity.

Substituting Eqs. (10) and (11) into Eq. (9), the
branch volume of an entire tree [V2(D)] can be related
to DBH and fitted to the measured data (Table 1).
Following the same procedure, the branch surface area
of an entire tree [S2(D)] is developed (Table 1).

According to the pattern of the data, the measured
marginal distribution densities of branch surface area
and volume with height were fitted to the beta distri-
bution (Hogg and Craig, 1995) (Table 1).

4.1.3. Leaves
Using the typical shape of a green ash crown de-

scribed by Hightshoe (1988) and the allometric rela-
tionship of crown radius to DBH (Bai et al., 1987), the
crown radius of a green ash at a given height [R(D, h,
z)] may be approximated by

R(D, h, z) = aR1D
aR2zaR3(h − z)aR4, 0 ≤ z ≤ h

(13)

whereaR1, aR2, aR3 andaR4 are parameters. Based
on our personal observation, the leaves of a green ash
are assumed to be approximately uniformly distributed
within the envelope of its crown. By integrating leaf
surface area and volume per unit canopy volume in
the region bounded by the curve of Eq. (13), respec-
tively, the equations for leaf surface area and volume
can be derived and fitted to the data (Table 1). Ac-
cording to the crown shape described by Eq. (13), the
marginal distributions of leaf surface area and vol-
ume with height also can be derived and fitted to
the data (Table 1). The developed equation for the
marginal distribution of leaf surface area with height
is the same as that of leaf volume with height. The
measured distribution densities of leaf surface areas
were consistent with those of leaf volumes. Because
both leaf surface area and volume are proportional
to leaf weight, their relative distribution must be the
same.
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4.1.4. Seeds
Of the 18 measured trees, eight were female, and

had seeds. Seed surface area and volume are a mi-
nor part of the shelterbelt structure representing only
2.79% of the tree surface area and 0.50% of the
tree volume (Zhou, 1999). For simplicity, the seed
surface area and volume of an entire tree were ex-
pressed as an allometric relationship to DBH [S4(D)
andV4(D)]. Similar to the leaves, the marginal distri-
butions of seed surface area and volume with height
are the same and expressed as a beta distribution.
These equations were fitted to the measured data
(Table 1).

4.2. Marginal distributions of surface area and
volume across width at a given height

By referencing Fig. 2A, the marginal distribution of
trunk surface area and volume across width at a given
height can be visually defined as the same function
form shown in Table 1.

The marginal distribution of surface area and vol-
ume across width at a given height for the other three
components can be determined if their surface area
and volume are measured horizontally section by sec-
tion within a layer for all layers. Such measurements,
however, are not available at this time. Alternatively,
these distributions may be approximated according
to green ash architecture. Assuming that the projec-
tion of a tree crown at any given height (z) onto the
ground is an ellipsoid jointly composed of two half
ellipsoids (Fig. 2A) and assuming that the branches,
leaves and seeds in a layer are uniformly distributed
within the outline of the ellipsoid, the marginal dis-
tributions of their surface area and volume across
width at a given height can be derived (Table 1). Be-
cause of the second assumption above, the derived
marginal distributions of surface area are the same for
these three tree components, and the derived marginal
distributions for their surface areas are the same as
those for their volumes. The curves of this marginal
distribution at three different heights are illustrated
in Fig. 2B. Using the derived marginal distribution,
the relative surface areas across width for each dis-
crete grid cell at the three heights were calculated as
an example and represent the areas under the curves
in Fig. 2B.

5. Results

All the equations in functions (1) and (2) have been
developed and are summarized in Table 1. The equa-
tions for a seed component are only applicable to
female trees. Before using these equations, the resolu-
tion for the structural description was determined by
referencing the measured tree height and spacings be-
tween trees and rows in the shelterbelt. The resulting
resolution is shown in Fig. 1.

The surface area for each tree component in function
(1) was estimated by substituting DBH and/or height
into the corresponding surface area equation. The rel-
ative surface area of each tree component in a hori-
zontal layer with respect to an entire tree in function
(1) was estimated by substituting height into the cor-
responding marginal distribution of surface area with
height. The relative vegetative surface area for each
tree component in a grid cell with respect to the hor-
izontal layer in function (1) was estimated using the
marginal distribution of surface area across width at
a given height. To use this marginal distribution, the
spacings between trees and rows in the shelterbelt, and
the distances from characteristic points of the shelter-
belt canopy envelope (labeled by “∗” in Fig. 2A) to
the trunk and the corresponding heights of these points
were measured for determination of the crown diam-
eters across width at a given height [l1(z) and l2(z)].
Substituting these into function (1), the vegetative sur-
face area densities in all grid cells (Fig. 1) were esti-
mated. Using the same procedure, the cubic densities
in these grid cells were also estimated. As a result, the
3D aerodynamic structure of the green ash shelterbelt
is described.

Unfortunately, current numerical simulations are
unable to utilize a detailed description of structure
along the length dimension due to computation de-
mands. Consequently, the boundary-layer flows near
a shelterbelt have been numerically simulated only
in the width–height domain (Wilson, 1985; Wang
and Takle, 1997; Patton et al., 1998). As a result,
the average structure over the length dimension
needs to be estimated for use in current numerical
simulations.

In one of the sampled shelterbelts, there were 72
green ash trees, 35 in the north row and 37 in the
south row. Using the procedure above, vegetative sur-
face area densities and cubic densities for each of the
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Table 2
Estimates of the average vegetative surface area densities (m2 m−3) of a green ash shelterbelt over the length dimension (the cells correspond
to the grid cells in Fig. 1A)

Table 3
Estimates of the average cubic densities (m3 m−3) of a green ash shelterbelt over the length dimension (the cells correspond to the grid
cells in Fig. 1A)
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72 trees were estimated and averaged over the length
dimension to give the vegetative surface area densi-
ties and cubic densities of the green ash shelterbelt
(Tables 2 and 3).

6. Discussion

6.1. Application of the estimated shelterbelt structure

In the past, there were no field measurements avail-
able for the 3D structure of tree shelterbelts. As a
result, the drag force term in the equations of motion
was parameterized only using assumed vegetative
surface area density for a numerical simulation of the
boundary-layer flows near a hypothetical shelterbelt
(Wilson and Mooney, 1997). The estimates of vegeta-
tive surface area density and cubic density in Tables 2
and 3 can now be incorporated into current turbulence
models.

In addition, the magnitude of, and variation in vege-
tative surface area density and cubic density provide
a reasonable reference for future numerical simula-
tions. The vegetative surface area densities of a dou-
ble row green ash shelterbelt ranged from 0.12 to
3.17 m2 m−3 (Table 2), and its cubic densities from
0.00004 to 0.02330 m3 m−3 (Table 3). Variation amo-
ng the columns and rows in both tables shows the spa-
tial variation across width, and with height.

6.2. Aerodynamics of shelterbelt structure

Gross (1987) used either cubic density or vegetative
surface area density to parameterize the drag force
term in the equations of motion for simulation of the
wind flow within and around a single tree. If the ratio
of vegetative surface area density to cubic density were
spatially constant, or

SAD(x1, x2, x3)

DC(x1, x2, x3)
= constant (14)

then the drag force term in the equations of motion
could be parameterized by either structural descriptor,
because the drag force term parameterized by veg-
etative surface area density is proportional to cubic
density.

The vertical profiles of surface area and volume of
the four tree components: trunk, branches, leaves and

seeds in Fig. 3 reflect the average vertical distributions
of surface area and volume of a whole shelterbelt
rather than the individual tree. The non-uniformity of
the vegetative surface area density and cubic density
with height resulted from the vertical variation in
vegetative surface area and volume. The ratio of total
vegetative surface area in Fig. 3A to the total volume
in Fig. 3B at the same height dramatically increases
with increasing height (Fig. 4), indicating that the
ratio of vegetative surface density to cubic density is
not constant.

The large variation in the ratio of vegetative surface
area to volume suggests that neither vegetative surface
area nor volume alone can represent the aerodynamic
structure of a shelterbelt canopy. However, the small
magnitude of cubic density (0.00004–0.02330 m3 m−3

in Table 3) suggests that vegetative surface area den-
sity alone can best describe the aerodynamic struc-
ture of a shelterbelt or forest canopy (Wang and Takle,
1997; Lee and Black, 1993), because maximum cubic
density (0.02330 m3 m−3) is well below the limit of
relative change in air volume (0.05) when air flow can
be considered as incompressible (Schlichting, 1979).
The estimated structure can be used to test and com-
pare the relative importance of vegetative surface area
and volume on the aerodynamic influence of a shel-
terbelt.

6.3. A method to estimate the 3D aerodynamic
structure of a shelterbelt

All the equations in functions (1) and (2) were de-
veloped based on tree architecture. The marginal dis-
tributions of leaf surface with height follows a beta
distribution, which agrees with other research using
the beta distribution for generating vertical profiles
of leaf area density of other tree species (Massman,
1982; Meyers et al., 1998). The marginal distribu-
tions of the surface area and volume of branches,
leaves and seeds across width at a given height were
derived by assuming that the surface area and vol-
ume of these three tree components within a layer are
uniformly distributed (see Section 4.2). This assump-
tion appears reasonable for leaves and seeds, but may
have limitations for branches, because a branch ta-
pers with distance from the trunk which may result
in more branch surface area and volume closer to the
trunk.
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Fig. 4. Vertical profile of the ratio of the total surface area at a given height in Fig. 3A to the total volume at that height in Fig. 3B.

In this paper, the 3D aerodynamic structure was es-
timated for a 31-year-old green ash shelterbelt. The 3D
structure of shelterbelts with different designs will be
different. The method developed in this paper for de-
scribing the 3D structure is applicable to any type of a
tree shelterbelt. However, this method is complicated,
because it involves the development of the equations
in functions (1) and (2). Consequently, it is necessary
to develop an efficient indirect method to estimate 3D
structure. This estimated structure becomes valuable,
however, as a reference point of actual structure for
the development of a more efficient indirect method.

Description of the 3D structure for a wide variety
of shelterbelts will remain limited until an indirect
method of estimating the structure becomes available.
This limitation makes it difficult to predict the aero-
dynamic influences of tree shelterbelts with different
designs. The equations in this paper are, however, di-
rectly applicable to shelterbelts with the same design.
These equations also can be used to estimate the 3D
structure of other green ash shelterbelts or of shelter-
belts with species similar in architecture to those in
the sampled shelterbelt. Using these equations, only

DBH, tree height, planting pattern, spacing, and crown
diameter as shown in Fig. 2A are required. However,
tree sex also needs to be observed for an application
of the equations for a seed component.

7. Conclusion

Our aim has been to develop a method to estimate
the vegetative surface area density and cubic density
of a tree shelterbelt in three dimensions, and to present
the actual 3D aerodynamic structure of a green ash
shelterbelt. Both vegetative surface area density and
cubic density are estimated in three dimensions using
the equations derived according to green ash architec-
ture. The parameters in these equations are estimated
using data measured in two dimensions.

The equations show that: (1) for trunk, leaves and
seeds, the surface area and volume are exponential
functions of DBH and/or height; (2) for branches, the
surface area and volume are a ratio of an exponential
function of DBH to a logarithmic function of DBH;
and (3) the marginal distributions of surface area and
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volume with height for the trunk are third and sixth
order polynomials, and for branches, leaves and seeds
are beta distributions.

The estimated 3D structure shows that spatial vari-
ation in vegetative surface area density and cubic den-
sity is large (Tables 2 and 3 and Figs. 3 and 4) and that
the magnitude of cubic density is small (Table 3). The
large variation in the 3D structure suggests that the as-
sumption of uniform distribution of vegetative surface
area for current simulations of turbulence flow through
a shelterbelt canopy (Wang and Takle, 1997) may need
to be re-evaluated. The small magnitude of cubic den-
sity supports the current assumption that simulation of
turbulence through a shelterbelt or forest canopy can
neglect vegetative volume (Lee and Black, 1993).

The estimated structure can be used to simulate the
wind fields as influenced by actual structure of a tree
shelterbelt, to test the aerodynamics of its different
structural components, and to help us further under-
stand the aerodynamics of overall shelterbelt struc-
ture. The developed equations can be used to estimate
the 3D aerodynamic structure of green ash shelterbelts
with similar design and other shelterbelts with similar
species composition. The destructive measurements in
this paper are labor intensive, and an efficient indirect
method to estimate the 3D structure is needed. The
estimated 3D structure provides, however, a valuable
reference for development of this method.
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